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Visual-ISO is a free software
application from the Applications
subcategory, part of the Games
category. The app is currently
available in English and it was last
updated on 2015-12-16. The program
can be installed on Windows. Visual-
ISO (version) Visual-ISO (version)
is available for download from our
software selection. You can also
find other software that's similar
to Visual-ISO, here. This program
has been rated 4.7 out of 5 stars by
1448 user(s). Share Visual-ISO
(version) User reviews of Visual-ISO
(version) November 10, 2015 Visual-
ISO is a burner that lets me use
multiple disc or file formats. It is
a great alternative to burning ISO's
manually and it doesn't require much
skill to operate. VS-ISO that I have
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thought I would be a good DVD or ISO
burner..but it keeps crashing or
just freezing even when running it
on my custom build system with a
Intel Core i5 processor and 8 GB of
ram it just seems to run but i get
occasional freezing or system
crashes.. *Everytime I try to make a
disc it freezes and i have to
reboot* Have tried with the TASCD
but it doesnt work correctly and
doesnt give me the option to copy to
both ISO AND MDM so far I gave it a
3 star for being no better then DVD
Burning Software I have already used
and I'll probably never use it
again... No idea why, but it must be
a bug because this software worked
fine on my Windows 8.1 laptop and
Windows 10 laptop and they do not
have different versions. The only
thing that changed was the version
of Windows. also need to address the
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fact that you don't support windows
7. But for windows 7, this
application would be useless... No
idea why, but it must be a bug
because this software worked fine on
my Windows 8.1 laptop and Windows 10
laptop and they do not have
different versions. The only thing
that changed was the version of
Windows. also need to address the
fact that you don't support windows
7. But for windows 7, this
application would be useless...
September 16, 2015 Heres My Opinion
I don't think its better then
windows burning software that comes
with windows but I don't like that
you have to pay for an update to use
the app but you can

Visual-ISO 

Visual-ISO Crack Keygen is a small
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ISO editor that can be used to
create a simple ISO file from many
digital images. Visual-ISO is a very
basic CD/DVD creator that can be
used to create simple ISO images
from digital images and to burn any
DVD/CD It is compatible with the
following video and image formats:
JPG, BMP, GIF, PNG, TIF, TGA, DIB,
PCX, PICT, PCD, RAF, AI, TIFx, WDP,
CCD, EMF, WMF and others. So, you
will be able to combine multiple
images or projectors into a single
disc or create movies from different
images to have a unique experience
for your guests. Visual-ISO is also
capable of converting videos with
AC3, AMR, WMA, AAC, MP3, WAV audio
files. And with a few clicks you can
add DVD subtitles. Visual-ISO comes
with a powerful Image Setter option
that can be used to create a disc
image from a single folder, or a
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specific folder within the disc, a
folder that can include both images
and videos, and more. Visual-ISO is
the ultimate tool that gives you the
freedom to create a disc from photos
and share it with your friends and
family online. Visual-ISO Features:
Applying a single disc image from a
folder Insert discs Advanced image
setter Compress image and audio file
Burn any image and audio file Burn
ISO image and audio file Burn ISO
image as PXCD and ISO image as DVD
Burn into rewritable DVD disk/CD
Create an ISO image Customize
background Insert security message
Mount an ISO image file Transition
your images Update or create a CD
Vinyl cutter Visual-ISO Main
Function: Visual-ISO is designed to
be a very efficient tool that works
for beginners as well as the
advanced users. Visual-ISO is an
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easy-to-use application that
requires very little or no technical
knowledge to create a disc image.
Visual-ISO makes it easier to burn
any file, image or video to a disc
or DVD including any camera memory
card. Users can burn a single image
or dozens of images in a single
disc, as well as burn any single
image or many images to a disc with
one click. Users can freely
rearrange image files as they wish
to avoid wasting space on disc.
Visual-ISO is a image processing and
b7e8fdf5c8
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Visual-ISO Crack+

Visual-ISO is a simple app that can
be used to create an ISO file and
burn it to disc with minimum effort.
With a GUI that reminds us of a
simple burning app, Visual-ISO
initially requires users to choose
the files to be included in the ISO
project. Users can select absolutely
any file format, with two different
media options at their disposal: CD
for a 700MB disc and DVD for up to
4800 MB of data. Drag and drop
support is also available, but this
didn’t work on Windows 7 during our
testing. Once you’re done with the
file selection task, you have
nothing else to do than to hit the
“Make ISO” button and proceed with
the actual ISO image file creation
job. The app can burn the ISO too,
while also providing a special
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option to erase a rewritable disk,
be it a CD or a DVD. No advanced
technical knowledge is needed and a
help manual is missing from the
package, but don’t worry, most
features are very intuitive and can
be safely used by both beginners and
those more experienced. Visual-ISO
supports all common image file
formats, including JPG, TIF, BMP,
GIF, PNG, PCX, TGA, WMF, GIF, JPEG,
PICT, EMF, ICO, PSD, etc. Additional
file formats can be included by
those who want to go beyond the
app’s limitation. Burning is
performed using the BIN file format,
which is not exactly the same as
WinRAR’s CAB format, but it can be
used to burn ZIP, RAR, 7z and ACE
archives to both CD and DVD. Visual-
ISO is a quite light app that uses
the minimum available resources,
resulting in a fast ISO creation
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job. You will see that performance
is good, but to be sure you may want
to use XCopy (more here). Visual-ISO
has a lot of nice features when it
comes to ISO creation, allowing the
user to create three different types
of ISOs: Single Layer DVD ISO: Using
two ISOs, you can create a DVD-5 DVD
with one DVD and one CD that gets
burned onto the CD (visible in red).
Multi Layer DVD ISO: Using two ISOs,
you can create a DVD-5 DVD with two
DVD and one CD that gets burned onto
the DVD (visible in red). CD/DVD
ISO: Using two ISOs,

What's New in the?

Visual-ISO is an app that can be
used to create an ISO file and burn
it to disc with minimum effort. With
a GUI that reminds us of a simple
burning app, Visual-ISO initially
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requires users to choose the files
to be included in the ISO project.
Users can select absolutely any file
format, with two different media
options at their disposal: CD for a
700MB disc and DVD for up to 4800 MB
of data. Drag and drop support is
also available, but this didn’t work
on Windows 7 during our testing.
Once you’re done with the file
selection task, you have nothing
else to do than to hit the “Make
ISO” button and proceed with the
actual ISO image file creation job.
The app can burn the ISO too, while
also providing a special option to
erase a rewritable disk, be it a CD
or a DVD. No advanced technical
knowledge is needed and a help
manual is missing from the package,
but don’t worry, most features are
very intuitive and can be safely
used by both beginners and those
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more experienced. Visual-ISO
Description: Visual-ISO is an app
that can be used to create an ISO
file and burn it to disc with
minimum effort. With a GUI that
reminds us of a simple burning app,
Visual-ISO initially requires users
to choose the files to be included
in the ISO project. Users can select
absolutely any file format, with two
different media options at their
disposal: CD for a 700MB disc and
DVD for up to 4800 MB of data. Drag
and drop support is also available,
but this didn’t work on Windows 7
during our testing. Once you’re done
with the file selection task, you
have nothing else to do than to hit
the “Make ISO” button and proceed
with the actual ISO image file
creation job. The app can burn the
ISO too, while also providing a
special option to erase a rewritable
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disk, be it a CD or a DVD. No
advanced technical knowledge is
needed and a help manual is missing
from the package, but don’t worry,
most features are very intuitive and
can be safely used by both beginners
and those more experienced. Visual-
ISO Description: Visual-ISO is an
app that can be used to create an
ISO file and burn it to disc with
minimum effort. With a GUI that
reminds us of a simple burning app,
Visual-ISO initially requires users
to choose the files to be included
in the ISO project.
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System Requirements For Visual-ISO:

Broadband Internet connection with a
2.0 Mbps download speed or greater.
Hard disk space: 2 GB (Recommended)
Processor: 2 GHz Memory: 128 MB
Additional Notes: Supported OS:
Windows 10, 8.1 and 7 (64 bit)
Additional languages: English,
French and German Online Features:
1. Search thousands of offerings for
home & business 2. Browse offerings
by town, city or region 3. Choose
from hundreds of offers 4. Contact
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